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Abstract

For a long time computers have been used for language teaching and learning. Unfortunately, little has been done in the field of computerized Arabic language teaching and learning. Furthermore, there is a lack of research into the impact of applying the knowledge of cognates (words similar in meaning and pronunciation) in an Arabic web-based learning system for English-speaking learners. This study investigates the effects of word cognates (words that have same pronunciation and meaning) used in Computer-Assisted Language Learning systems. In addition, it studies the enhancement of a language learning using Computer-Assisted Language Learning systems. The proposed system is able to identify cognates automatically in any of the two languages (Arabic and English languages) and presents them in a list. For this purpose, the research developed a web-based system for use as an Arabic language learning tool for English-speaking learners. The system automatically identifies cognates in the two languages using one of two functions: levenshtein() and similar_text(). The system displays the cognates in a list (table form) and highlights the cognates in the lessons. Using cognates will improve learners’ capability of developing the target language (in this research English, if the learner’s tongue language is Arabic, or Arabic if the learner’s tongue language is English).
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INTRODUCTION

This section gives a brief background on the research worked carried out by this study. Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram for the implemented research. The section focus on the important of Arabic language with different aspects. Arabic language is one of the most popular languages (see figure 2) that people are spoken and willing to learn. The Arabic language is the fifth most commonly spoken native language in the world. In addition, Arabic is the official language of 20 countries, as well as an official language of the Organization of Islamic Conference, the Arab League, the United Nations and the African Union (Sirajudeen & Adebisi, 2012).
Arabic has had a great influence on other languages, especially in vocabulary. The influence of Arabic has been most profound in those countries dominated by Islam or Islamic power. Arabic language is a major source of vocabulary for languages as diverse as Amharic, Bengali, Hindi, Indonesian, Kazakh, Kurdish, Kyrgyz, Malay, Pashto, Persian, Punjabi, Sindhi, Somali, Swahili, Tigrinya, Turkish, Turkmen, Urdu, Uyghur, Uzbek as well as other languages in countries where these languages are spoken. For example, the Arabic word for book (كتاب) is used in most of the languages listed, (exceptions are Spanish, Catalan and Portuguese, which use the Latin-derived words "libro," "llibre" and "livro"). Spanish language (as an example) has the largest Arabic influenced vocabulary outside the Islamic world due to Muslim rule in the Iberian Peninsula from 711 until 1492 known as Al-Andalus.

Unfortunately, learning the Arabic language as a second language is considered to be difficult among learners (see Table 1). Hence, it is recommended that instructors use technology and to enhance their teaching of the Arabic language, as use of technology and multimedia motivates learners and enhances their performance in the classroom (Faryadi, 2007). However, using technology for Arabic language learning is not that simple. One of the challenges facing Arabic Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL) is that Arabic is a non-Roman orthography language (Bush, 2004).

Unfortunately, the application of computer technology in the teaching of the Arabic language is still at the development stage (Ghalib, Hassan, Sahrir, Daud, Mohin & Aya, 2014). Suliman, Mukhtar and Sahrir (2013) state that the challenge is the lack of Arabic CALL resources in the Arabic language. To enhance learning of the Arabic language, the knowledge of cognates could be used (cognates are words similar in meaning and pronunciation). Using loanwords to help with learning of a language (Arabic) is a very effective vocabulary expansion strategy (Nation, 2003). Furthermore, bringing cognates to the attention of learners could help in extending their vocabularies and improving their comprehension (Goldenberg, 2008).

Thus, the importance of this research work is in finding a creative language learning environment for learning Arabic language. This study aims to help learner overcome the challenges and difficulties of learning the Arabic language by employing a combination of the CALL methodology and the use of knowledge of a cognate strategy for learning the language.

It is hoped the research will familiarize English-speaking students with cognates in Arabic and English, helping them to understand the link between these two languages and thus aiding them in learning the Arabic language. Moreover, the research aims...
to enhance current Arabic e-learning systems by adding a strategy of cognate awareness in self-studying.

1.1 Computer-Assisted Language Learning
The computer is used as a tool throughout education, including in language learning. In the language area, as identified by Abu Naba’ith, Hussain, Al-omari, and Shdeifat (2009), Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL) is the approach of using a computer as a tool for learning and teaching a language. CALL makes learning easier and more flexible. Many websites and software packages provide plenty of foreign language learning materials to be easily accessed by the learner and the educator. The plentiful resources and educational equipment that are provided by CALL gives this learning methodology the potential to replace the traditional learning methodology, since it works in more flexible environments and has better options in relation to the learner/teacher needs, interests and abilities (Uzun, 2012).

The power of multimedia supports CALL systems because it enables integration with graphics, video, and sound (Laghos & Zaphiris, 2005).

1.2 Learning Cognates
Cognates are words that have a similar meaning, spelling and pronunciation in two languages (Kondrak, 2009). However, similarities among languages are not necessary due to borrowing or the origin of one language. Campbell and Poser (2008) argue that some scholars identifying the similarities among languages are only due to inheritance from a common ancestor.

They mention other reasons for the existence of similarities among languages, such as by accident (chance, coincidence), onomatopoeia, universals and typologically commonplace traits. Hara (2011) states that learning cognates can help facilitate learning of a foreign or second language (L2) because cognates preserve the linguistic information of the first language (L1). There is widespread agreement that using cognates helps in facilitating the learning process, especially if the cognates in L1 are loanwords from L2 or the target language (TL), and if these cognates are words of relatively high frequency (Ringbom, 2007).

Otwinowska and Kasztenianic (2012) conducted a study to examine how using Polish cognate vocabulary exercises can affect the learning of learners of English and what their attitudes were toward this strategy. A quasi experimental design and qualitative methods were used to gather learners’ opinions and attitudes. A total of 14 students participated and they were randomly divided into two groups: an experimental group and a control group.

The findings showed that raising awareness of cognates helped the teenagers to recognize cognates more effectively while reading an English text. The majority found that the exercises helped them notice similarities between Polish and English. The study highlights how cognate vocabulary can be important for the speed of language acquisition.

A study conducted by Ibrahim (2006) on Arabic speakers and Hebrew speakers to examine whether cognates in one’s first language are an advantage to second language students’ learning concluded that similarities between languages reflected by cognates’ relationships can influence linguistic bilingual performance. Again, Lapo claimed that knowledge of the similarities and differences between Spanish and English is crucial in regards to establishing connections between the two languages and in facilitating positive transfer from Spanish to English.

Similarly, in another study on the acquisition of English vocabulary by Chinese learners it was found that foreign words are remembered by being linked to a keyword, a sound-alike native word (the acoustic link), or an interactive image that involves both the foreign word and the native word (the imagery link) (Zhang, 2005). Specifically, lessons that incorporate cognates (e.g. individual (English) and individuo (Spanish)) have been found to be effective in expanding learners’ English vocabulary development and aids in comprehension (Proctor, Dalton, & Grisham, 2007).

The findings of yet another study suggest that while literacy in Spanish can provide students with access both to orthographic as well as phonological sources of information about cognate relationships, it is possible for students to draw connections between cognate pairs on the basis of sound alone, so that students who are not literate but orally proficient in Spanish are likely to benefit from instruction in cognate awareness as well as those who are literate in Spanish (Dressler, 2000).

1.3 Transliteration from Arabic to English
Different approaches and methods for the transliteration of Arabic exist. They vary in the way that they address the inherent problems of rendering written and spoken Arabic in the Latin script. Examples of such problems are the symbols for Arabic phonemes that do not exist in English or other European languages; the means of representing the Arabic definite article, which is always spelled the same way in written Arabic but has numerous pronunciations in the spoken language depending on context; and the representation of short vowels (usually i u or e o, accounting for variations such as Muslim/Moslem or Mohammed/Muhammad/Mohamed).

These are sample of general transliteration guidelines set by International Journal of Middle East Studies (IJMES, 2016):

1. If an English term exists for a word, use it.
2. All technical terms from languages written in non-Latin alphabets must be italicized and fully transliterated with diacritical marks (macrons and dots), e.g., ‘āshā. A technical term is defined as a word for which there is no English equivalent and that is not found in Merriam–Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, or a multi-word phrase, excluding names and titles as detailed in #4 below. Diacritical marks, as well as the letters ‘ayn and hamza, should be inserted using a Unicode font.
3. Words found in Merriam–Webster’s should be spelled as they appear there and not treated as technical terms. They should have no diacritics, nor should they be italicized—for example, mufti, jihad, shaykh. Some words can have an exception that preserve ‘ayn and hamza, for example, Qur’an, shari’a, ‘ulama’, and Ka’ba.
4. Diacritics should not be added to personal names, place names, names of political parties and organizations, or titles of books and articles. However, ‘ayn and hamza should be preserved in all these cases (except for initial hamza, which is dropped). Do not italicize transliterated proper names, including titles of organizations, and do follow English capitalization rules: for example, al-Madina al-Munawwara.
5. Arabic names of prominent political or cultural figures are spelled without diacritics e.g., Jamal ’Abd al-Nasir. Names of living individuals may be spelled according to their preferred English spelling.
6. Place names with accepted English spellings should be spelled in accordance with English norms, for example, Baalbek, Damascus.
7. Follow English capitalization rules for transliterated titles. Capitalize all major terms, but not articles, coordinating conjunctions, or prepositions (even when joined to pronouns). Use italics to indicate a book, newspaper, or periodical. Do not include diacritical marks but do preserve ‘ayn and hamza. Ex. Faysal al-Tafriqa bayn al-Islam wa-l-Zandaqa; al-Nur al-Safir’an Akhbar al-Qarn al-‘Ashir.
8. Avoid Anglicized plurals on fully transliterated words if possible: for example, fuqahā’, not faqīhs. Exceptions may be made if there is a good reason for it, such as when comparing numbered quantities or currencies. Anglicized plurals may be used on words that are found in Merriam-Webster’s and thus not fully transliterated, e.g., muftis.
9. When in doubt, follow the spelling of the term in the script of the original language, not its oral pronunciation. There are only a few exceptions (e.g., ʿidāfa constructions).

I. PROBLEM STATEMENT
This section focus on the problem statement carried out by this research. Little has been done in the field of computerized Arabic language teaching and learning. Very few researchers have studied the use of cognates by teachers (traditional learning) as a tool for teaching the Arabic language. Some previous studies have focused on language learning assisted by the computer and others have focused on language learning strategies. Some have even created algorithms or improved old ones to automatically identify cognates. However, none of them have considered a combination of CALL, cognate transfer and highlighting cognates. Despite the existence of these previous studies, no study has developed an e-learning system for language learning using the knowledge of cognates. There is a lack of research into the impact of applying the knowledge of cognates in an Arabic web-based learning system for English speakers.

II. OBJECTIVES
- The objectives of this study are as follows:
  - To design a system (software) to identify the similar cognates between English and Arabic languages.
  - To build a database of the similar cognates between English and Arabic languages.

III. TARGET USERS
Many educational sectors and individuals may benefit from the proposed system and find their interest and desire to purchase and use such as
- Individual languages learners
- Languages institutes
- Online language learning industries
- Languages tutors
- Schools and Universities

IV. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
This section will show the most important activates to be followed by this study, we will focus on 8 activities as shown below:
- Study on related works.
- Collect data from dictionaries in both languages (Arabic and English) and include them in database.
- Develop an algorithm to identify similar cognates
- Design a system to apply the algorithm
- Insert the database to the designed system
- Test the system and correct the errors
- Publish a paper about the proposed work
- Finalize the project and submit the final report

V. RELATED WORKS
This section will discuss some previous studies related to this research. There are very limited researches done about using computer learning system using word cognates of Arabic and English languages. On the other side, there are many studies using word cognates of other languages.

In (Malmasi and Dras, 2015), they described an approach to automatic cognate identification in mono-lingual texts using machine translation. They proposed an approach that takes an input text in a source language and uses statistical machine translation to create a word-aligned parallel text in the target language. A robust measure of string distance, the Jaro-Winkler distance in this case, was then applied to the pairs of aligned words to detect potential cognates.

Based on the assumption that the linguistic of words changes follow certain rules, (Ciobanu and Dinu, 2014) proposed a method for automatically detecting pairs of cognates employing an orthographic alignment method which proved relevant for sequence alignment in computational biology. They uses aligned subsequences as features for machine learning algorithms in order to infer rules for linguistic changes undergone by words when entering new languages and to discriminate between cognates and non-cognates.

Another study (Biller, 2010) explored the role of phonology in the processing of Arabic words in native English speakers learning Arabic. She utilized phonologically embedded English words within Arabic words at three different points in the word, beginning, middle, and end, to determine the role of phonology separate from that of semantics. The results generally support the importance of phonology in the mental processing of multiple languages, which can be combined with other findings in language research to supplement language learning programs.

A loosely-supervised method (Goldberg and Elhadad, 2007) for context-free identification was presented of transliterated foreign names and borrowed words in Hebrew text. The method is purely statistical and does not require the use of any lexicons or linguistic analysis tool for the source languages (Hebrew, in this study). It also does not require any manually annotated data for training. They report precision/recall results of 80/82 for a corpus of 4044 unique words, containing 368 foreign words.

(Sherif and Kondrak 2007) used seed examples and a sentence aligned English/Arabic text to jointly learn a bilingual string distance function and extract transliterated pairs. While this work aims at complete alignment, their task was only the identification of transliterated candidates. Identification of transliteration candidates can help full alignment by relaxing the need for aligned text.

In this study (Saadane, et al. 2009), they focus on the use of Arabic transliteration to improve the results of a linguistics-based word alignment approach from parallel text corpora. This approach uses, on the one hand, a bilingual lexicon, named entities, cognates and grammatical tags to align single words, and on the other hand, syntactic dependency relations to align compound words. They have evaluated the word aligner integrating Arabic transliteration using two methods: A manual
evaluation of the alignment quality and an evaluation of the impact of this alignment on the translation quality by using the Moses statistical machine translation system. The obtained results show that Arabic transliteration improves the quality of both alignment and translation.

Figure 3: Research methodology

Example Based Machine Translation (EBMT) (Aaron and Sforza, 2012) is a form of automated translation that uses a large corpus of previously-translated example sentences to create a translation for a new sentence. Typically the system does not have in its corpus the entire sentence to be translated. Instead, the system matches words and small phrases and stitches them together with the help of a target language model. Although EBMT uses statistical methods, it differs from Statistical Machine Translation (SMT). EBMT consults its corpus of translations at runtime, whereas SMT pre-processes the corpus to calculate the probability of a word or phrase occurring as translations, but then uses only these probabilities at runtime.

VI. METHODOLOGY

This section will discuss the methodology of this research by steps and phases as follows: Studying the concept of learning cognates and employing the approach of Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL) in facilitating the language learning particular for Arabic throughout reviewing the previous relevant studies. Levenshtein distance is named after mathematician Vladimir Levenshtein, who developed the algorithm in 1965 (Gosselin, Kokoska, & Easterbrook, 2011). Programmatically, there are many functions which are used to determine the similarity between two strings. Two of those functions are similar_text() function and levenshtein() function.

- **Function One (similar_text())**
  The similar_text() function returns the number of letters that two strings share (Gosselin et al., 2011). It accepts two string arguments representing the values that need to be compared. For example, applying the function on the ‘car’ and ‘can’ string arguments will return the result ‘2’ because there are two characters that the two strings have in common. It allows an alternative third argument which is used to store the commonality between the two strings as a percentage (Tatroe, MacIntyre, & Lerdorf, 2013).
To store these values it should be declared in its proper syntax. Programming language syntax refers to the form and structure of the programs and how they look (Webber, 2010). The syntax of this function is as follows:

\[
\text{similar\_text(string1,string2,percent)}
\]

- **Applying the Function in the System**
  In the system there are three (3) parameters (arguments), as follows:
  1. The first string
     - which is the Arabic transliteration stored in the dictionary’s database.
  2. The second string
     - which is the English meaning of the Arabic first string stored in the dictionary database.
  3. Percent
     - which is a float argument passed in the function to calculate the similarity in percent between the first string (Arabic transliteration) and the second string (English).

All data stored in the dictionary database will be passed in the function. If the similarity in percent between the ‘first string’ (Arabic transliteration) and the ‘second string’ (English) is equal or greater (\(\geq\)) than the given ‘percent’ value, the function will return these values:

1. The origin Arabic word that is stored in the dictionary database and which is represented as Latin letters (transliteration) in the ‘first string’.
2. The meaning of it in English, the ‘second string’.

- **Algorithm of the Function**
  Levitin (2012: 3) defines an algorithm as “a sequence of unambiguous instructions for solving a problem, i.e., for obtaining the required output for any legitimate input in a finite amount of time”. Levitin states that an algorithm can be described in pseudocode. He defines a pseudocode as “a mixture of a natural language and programming language like constructs. Pseudocode is usually more precise than natural language, and its usage often yields more succinct algorithm descriptions” (Levitin, 2012: 12-13).

He also indicates another method to specify an algorithm using a flowchart. He defines a flowchart as “a collection of connected geometric shapes containing descriptions of the algorithm’s steps” (Levitin, 2012: 13).

In this section both the pseudocode (see Figure 3) and flowchart (see Figure 4) of the similar\_text() function are described.

Numerous variables are used in the figures and they can be described as follows:

**i. ArabicWord:**
The origin Arabic word that is stored in the dictionary’s database.

**ii. transliteration:**
The Arabic transliteration stored in the dictionary’s database.

**iii. EnglishWord:**
The English meaning of the Arabic word that is stored in the dictionary’s database.

**iv. varPercent:**
The number entered by the user to choose the similarity percentage between the Arabic and English word to be displayed.

![Figure 4: Pseudocode of similar\_text function](image)

![Figure 5: Flowchart of similar\_text function](image)

**Code of the Function**
The PHP scripting language used in coding the interfaces. The code runs “SQL SELECT” query to find all matched words based on the similarity percentage entered by the user. The list of words will be displayed in the interface. The code is as follows (Shehab et al., 2014):

```php
<?PHP
```
The levenshtein() function returns the number of characters that need to change for two strings to be the same (Gosselin et al., 2011). It accepts two string arguments representing the values that need to be compared. For example, applying the function on the ‘car’ and ‘can’ string arguments will return the result ‘1’ because there is only one character that needs to change for the two arguments to be the same. Alternatively, three values could be passed to the function to individually weight insertions, deletions, and replacements; for instance, to compare a word against a contraction (Tatro et al., 2013). The syntax of this function is as follows:

```php
levenshtein(string_1, string_2, insert, replace, delete)
```

### Applying the Function in the System

In the system there are two (2) parameters or arguments:

1. **The first string**
   - which is the Arabic transliteration stored in the dictionary database.
2. **The second string**
   - which is the English meaning of the Arabic first string stored in the dictionary database.

In the Levenshtein function, the percent value is not passed in the argument as in similarText() function. Therefore, to find the similarity between the two strings the following steps can be followed:

1. Return the Levenshtein distance between the two argument strings, which is the distance in the number of characters that need to be replaced, inserted or deleted to transform the first string, ‘Arabic transliteration’, to the second string, ‘English word’.
2. Calculate the length of the first string and second string to find the longer one.
3. Perform the operation ((the longer string-Levenshtein distance)/the longer word)* 100, where the final result is the percentage value (Hussain, 2012).

All data stored in the dictionary database will be passed in the function. If the similarity in percent between the ‘first string’ (Arabic transliteration) and the ‘second string’ (English) is equal or greater (≥>) than the given ‘percent’ value, the function will return these values:

1. The origin Arabic word that is stored in the dictionary database and which is represented as Latin letters (transliteration) in the ‘first string’

2. The meaning of it in English, ‘the second string’.

### Algorithm of the Function

This section explores the pseudocode (see Figure 5) and flowchart (see Figure 6) to describe the algorithm of the function (refer to section 5.1.1.2 for the definition of these three terms). Numerous variables are used in the figures and they can be described as follows:

i. **ArabicWord:**
   - the origin Arabic word that is stored in the dictionary’s database.

ii. **transliteration:**
    - the Arabic transliteration stored in the dictionary’s database.

iii. **EnglishWord:**
    - the English meaning of the Arabic word that is stored in the dictionary’s database.

iv. **varPercent:**
    - the number entered by the user to choose the similarity percentage between the Arabic and English word to be displayed.

v. **trLeng:**
   - the length of the transliteration.

vi. **enLeng:**
    - the length of the English Word.

vii. **Levenshtein:**
    - Stores the result of levenshtein() function that is applied to the transliteration and the English word.

See Figure 7 for examples of finding the similarity percentage using levenshtein() function.
Display ArabicWord and EnglishWord.

Else

Stop

Step 8: Stop.

Figure 6: Pseudocode of levenshtein function

1) (بنان, banana)

بنان (transliteration of بنان)

banana (the English word)

Levenshtein = 1 (an ‘a’ is added at the end)

Similarity percentage = ((the length of longest string – levenshtein) / the length of longest string) * 100

= ((6 – 1) / 6) * 100 ≈ 83%

2) (كوب, cup)

كوب (transliteration of كوب)

cup (the English word)

levenshtein = 0 (no changes is needed)

Similarity percentage = ((the length of longest string – levenshtein) / the length of longest string) * 100

= ((3 – 0) / 3) * 100 = 100%

3) (كتاب, book)

كتاب (transliteration of كتاب)

book (the English word)

Levenshtein = 5 (all the letters of ‘kitab’ need to replaced or deleted)

Similarity percentage = ((the length of longest string – levenshtein) / the length of longest string) * 100

= ((5 – 5) / 5) * 100 = 0%

Figure 7: Flowchart of levenshtein function

Figure 8: Examples of finding the similarity percentage using levenshtein function

- **Code of the Function**
  The code in PHP used to run the function is as follows (Shehab et al., 2014):

```php
<?PHP $varPercent=$_POST['txtPercent'];
$SQL = "SELECT * FROM englisharab ";
$result = mysqli_query($db_handle,$SQL);
while ( $db_field = mysqli_fetch_assoc($result) ) {
    $transliteration = $db_field['transliteration'];
    $EnglishWord = $db_field['EnglishWord'];
    $ArabicWord = $db_field['ArabicWord'];
    $trLeng=strlen($transliteration);
    $enLeng=strlen($EnglishWord);
    $lev= levenshtein($transliteration,$EnglishWord);
    if ($trLeng>$enLeng){
        $percent= (($trLeng-$lev)/$trLeng)*100;}
    else{$percent= (($enLeng-$lev)/$enLeng)*100;}
    if ($percent >=$varPercent)
        echo $ArabicWord;echo $EnglishWord;
}<?php
```

- **Performance Requirements**
  The user may decide on a maximum acceptable error rate (or several rates
CONCLUSION AND RESULTS

Some collected words in Arabic and English with the transliteration were collected to be used in the database DB as shown in table 3:

Table 3: work collections to be used in the DB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Words (in Arabic)</th>
<th>Translation</th>
<th>Translation (in English)</th>
<th>Similarity percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ملايكا</td>
<td>Chudelle</td>
<td>schedule</td>
<td>85.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>كلاملا</td>
<td>Camer</td>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>85.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>أبو</td>
<td>Redou</td>
<td>bedouin</td>
<td>85.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الماء</td>
<td>Alkohol</td>
<td>Alcohol</td>
<td>85.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نوع</td>
<td>Spanik</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>85.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>النافورة</td>
<td>Saldan</td>
<td>Sardal</td>
<td>83.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الخبر</td>
<td>Amiral</td>
<td>Admiral</td>
<td>83.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>السفينة</td>
<td>Barmel</td>
<td>barrel</td>
<td>83 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>السكر</td>
<td>Sugar</td>
<td>Sugar</td>
<td>83 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>النار</td>
<td>Nader</td>
<td>Nadir</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>البيت</td>
<td>House</td>
<td>House</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الطرود</td>
<td>Cofer</td>
<td>Cover</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الرئة</td>
<td>Parak</td>
<td>Park</td>
<td>80 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>السيليقات</td>
<td>Thai</td>
<td>tail</td>
<td>80 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>السبعة</td>
<td>Ethen</td>
<td>then</td>
<td>80 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>السماق</td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>80 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الفطر</td>
<td>Atier</td>
<td>Altair</td>
<td>80 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>القدرة</td>
<td>Cana</td>
<td>canal</td>
<td>80 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>المشروبات</td>
<td>Shash</td>
<td>Sash</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>الديك</td>
<td>Sumaq</td>
<td>Sumac</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>توافر</td>
<td>Don (prep.)</td>
<td>Down</td>
<td>75 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>عين</td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>75 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>سكين</td>
<td>Aisid</td>
<td>Au</td>
<td>75 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>القالب</td>
<td>Cal</td>
<td>Call</td>
<td>75 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONCLUSION

Arabic language is amongst the most highly spoken languages in the Muslim world. It is the native language of more than 28 countries. The revelation of Holy Book (Quran) made Arabic a sacred language for Muslims all over the world. It is equally important to native as well as nonnative speakers. Nonnative speakers, however face difficulty in understanding materials because of their lack of Arabic language skills. As well, the needs of spreading Arabic language is important to clear the Islamic and Arabic issues for the world. Current study was motivated to proposed approach that can use the advantage of the similarity between Arabic and English language to make the learning process easy for non-Arabic speakers to understand Arabic. The target approach adopted the functions
The main finding of the study is summarized by the following:

- The approach was targeted to Arabic words that have 40% and more similarity with the English language as shown in Table 2.
- Table 4 illustrates the results percentage after implementation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Similarity acceptance</th>
<th>No. words in percentage</th>
<th>Class of the word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>20.48</td>
<td>Identical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More or equal to 90%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Similar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75% - less than 90%</td>
<td>28.98</td>
<td>acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50% - less than 75%</td>
<td>30.12</td>
<td>moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40% - less than 50%</td>
<td>8.40</td>
<td>poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 40%</td>
<td>12.02</td>
<td>Not similar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Table 4 indicates that 79.72% from the sample which translated and written in Latin letters can express the same words in English within the same meaning. Meanwhile, 8.40% cannot clearly describe the words which they were rejected by the proposed system for displaying, within the same reaction of the target approach 12.02% can not totally express the meaning of the words in Arabic language even of the similarity of the pronunciation between Arabic and English words (see figure 9). Figure 10 illustrates the findings of the study.
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